
Silicon Valley Bank – Crisis averted, but how 
did we get here, and are there further risks?



Some important things to keep in mind
• A company definition of  insolvency is if  you cannot pay your debt 

when it is due
• Banks by virtue of  their existence cannot pay all of  their depositors all at once, 

despite the fact that checking deposits are supposedly available at any time

• Insolvency of  a bank can be caused/triggered by a confidence shock.
• Something happens, depositors want their $$
• Bank dips into reserves, once those are exhausted the bank will sell liquid 

assets until all they have left are illiquid bank loans
• Once they have sold all liquid assets, and if  deposit demand continues, the 

bank is insolvent
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Normal Bank vs. a Bad Bank – This was not SVB
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Bad Loan Insolvency  vs. Bank Run Insolvency
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Often banks with bad loan books carry-on 
without any consequence for years as long 
as it is kept secret….

… but no matter how clean/good assets 
are, banks can never survive a confidence 
crisis



After a bank run there are two options
• 1 – The bank is liquidated by regulators.  FDIC reimburses depositors 

up to $250,000
• Whatever is recovered from sale of  bank assets is distributed back to depositors
• The latest reports from Bloomberg speculated that SVB’s uninsured deposits 

could receive 30-50 cents on the dollar – over several months

• 2 – The bank is purchased by another bank, who takes on both the 
liabilities and assets
• Since SVB does not have a bad loan book (so far as we know today) it is viable 

that another bank may take on their liabilities (deposits)
• VC firms are in discussion to recapitalize SVB, according to WSJ and Bloomberg
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Useful Links

• Very Basic -- IMF quick view – “What is a bank?”

• More Advanced -- Brookings – “A Primer on Bank Capital”  for non-experts  

https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2012/03/pdf/basics.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/0129_capital_primer_elliott.pdf
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